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Aramis Documentation Management System is simple to install and learn,
flexible, reliable, powerful, secure and matching operational requirements
for multi-site Engineering Projects handling and sharing large volumes of
Engineering and Vendors documents.

The usage of ADMS was further extended to Aramis in-house Knowledge
Management (AKMS) to retain, file and easily retrieve experience derived
and lessons learnt from each Project.
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ADMS main functions

Quickly and easily save documents to ADMS ensuring they can be
quickly accessed by other users.

Searching for (and finding) documentation in ADMS is super-fast.
ADMS even searches inside documents to ensure you’ll find
anything you are looking for.

Dynamic views are virtual folders that organize the documentation
based on what it is instead of where they are.

Check-out a document in ADMS to protect it from being edited by
other users. When you are done, check it back in and other users
can see any changes you’ve made.
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When documents need to be shared with colleagues, ADMS keeps
everything streamlined and organized.

ADMS makes documentation accessible anywhere, even when away
from the office or the plant.

ADMS enables businesses to maintain compliance outside of the
office (monitoring, approval,…), even from a mobile device.

ADMS provides unlimited control over any type of content while
keeping things simple, based on what the document is instead of
where it is stored.

ADMS enables simultaneous editing of documents by co-workers,
work groups to seamlessly edit a single document.

ADMS automatically monitors each step of the workflow process and
sends notifications when something needs to be handled.

ADMS allows you to view, edit and save documents even without
access to WiFi or a VPN.

ADMS allows to scan documents and automatically make them
searchable with its OCR built in technology.

Annotations and redlining in ADMS allows users to add comments to
a document without modifying the original file.

Scan documents directly to ADMS using the ADMS iPhone or iPad
app.
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Document are sorted in
virtual folders based on
their properties (here, by
system).

Advanced search engine by
document properties (here,
document type – P&ID and
unit – 051 MHC).

Populating the system :
assigning properties such
as document type, system,
manufacturer, to the
document.


